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       After becoming pregnant, I had to makeover my pantry just a little to
make the proper adjustments to support the baby. I've found some
staples that will stick around after the baby is here, too. 
~Holly Madison

I want six kids. We'll see how it goes, but I want a big family. 
~Holly Madison

I'm a curvy girl and that will never change. 
~Holly Madison

I'd rather be overweight and curvy than super thin with no curves. I'm
proud of my body. 
~Holly Madison

Having a child on the way changes your perspective. You want to do
things that will make them proud of you. 
~Holly Madison

I could live a normal life. My motivation is only to take on new
challenges. 
~Holly Madison

I like food too much to go on some crazy diet. French fries are my
favorite downfall. 
~Holly Madison

I wouldn't mind doing Playboy again. But only if I had creative control. 
~Holly Madison

I've started the adoption process... I really want to be a mommy. 
~Holly Madison

I'm happy single, but I'm happy in both cases. I feel like I definitely
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thrive more as a human and I'm more successful when I'm single. 
~Holly Madison

I moved on from the whole 'Playboy' thing five years ago and really
never looked back. I'm not one of those girls who goes back to all the
parties and things. 
~Holly Madison

I just feel kind of out of place on Easter. I feel kind of useless because
everybody else has kids and I don't and I'm just standing there with
nothing to do. 
~Holly Madison

I don't need a man. I'm really happy with myself and being with my
friends. 
~Holly Madison

I'm working on producing my own shows. "Girls Next Door" was a great
place to start but it was somebody else's show. I'm just ready to move
on. 
~Holly Madison

I would like to expand my brand to include destinations in Vegas and
also become an entertainment news correspondent. 
~Holly Madison

I wish ghosts were real! 
~Holly Madison

I work hard and I don't come from a rich family. 
~Holly Madison

I would love to meet my soul mate. I'm always kind of keeping my eyes
open for somebody. 
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~Holly Madison

I'm not entirely sure what my end goal is, but I'd love to get involved in
city politics and broadcast TV. 
~Holly Madison

I've always wanted to be a mom. 
~Holly Madison

You don't have to just shop in the maternity section when you are
pregnant - you can shop anywhere, just be shape and size savvy! 
~Holly Madison

The last couple relationships I had were long distance. It's not like I can
make much of an effort to travel and see anybody. The guy had to do
all the work, unfortunately. 
~Holly Madison

Once I decide I want to do something, I just work really hard and I do it,
and I just know it's going to work. I think really positively. 
~Holly Madison

I don't know why this is, maybe because I am 33 or what, but I didn't
think it would be that easy for me to get pregnant. But it was. 
~Holly Madison

I love Snooki. She's a pickle sucker! 
~Holly Madison

I want my daughter to be proud of me and look up to me. I think early
on in my pregnancy I realized that to be the mom I want to be, I had to
change my life, and that's what I'm doing. 
~Holly Madison
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I love performing in Las Vegas. 
~Holly Madison

I think someone like Carmen Electra would be great in 'Peepshow.'
Really, though, I think anyone who can sing and dance would be great. 
~Holly Madison

I started a trial period a couple of weeks ago as a correspondent for
'Extra,' and now it's become full time. 
~Holly Madison

In L.A., I don't really want to go out because traffic sucks so bad. I'm
sorry, I'm not going to spend five hours a day in my car, so you have to
choose where you live very carefully. 
~Holly Madison
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